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Brotsky Charges Racism
In Angela Davis Trial
Allan Brotsky, defense attorney for Angela Davis,
spoke here Friday before an overflow crowd in Classroom A.
In addition to the DaTts case, he spoke on political
trials in general.
A political trial, Brotsky said, is one in which
the defendant would not be charged, or put on trial, if it
was not for his political position; or one in which the
defendant's political activities are an important part of
the prosecution's case.
Speaking. on the Davis case, Brotsky charged that the
indictment of Miss Davis for murder, kidnapping, and conspiracy would not stand if it was looked at by a judge who
was immune to the political emotion connected with the
case.
He added that it was impossible for a political
defendant, including Miss Davis, to get a fair trial in thE
United States, in the sense that the evidence would be
considered in the same manner as for an ordinary defendant.
However, he said that these handicaps might be overcome if the political aspect was brought out at the outset,
to be confronted by all those involved.
It was necessary to bring the politics to the attention of the public, Brotsky added, ｾ｢･｣｡ｵｳ＠
it is from
the public that the jury is chosen."
Citing each of the pretrial motions made by the
Davis defense, Brotsky claimed that each was important in
a political trial.
The motion to dismiss was important, he said, because it was necessary to prevent insufficient evidence
from being presented to a politically aroused jury.
[Cont. on page 7]
MODESTO FLAP • • •

Leaders Defend Legal Aid
At O.E.O. Hearing
A group of Modesto area community leaders came to
the Federal Building Friday to defend the Stanislaus County Legal Aid Services, which the regional OEO office has
recommended be phased out by June 31.
During the hearing, SCLA presented its rebuttal to
a letter from the regional OEO, which charged that the
organization was poorly administered, duplicated functions
of California Rural Legal Assistance, and did not serve
the needs of the poor.
An attorney for SCLA called on witnesses to speak
before an OEO examiner. The witnesses were then questioned by attorneys for the "prosecuting" regional OEO office.
the charges were based on a report stating that the
SCLA made no effort to understand the problems of the
community except for cases which were brought into its
office. 1ft defense, the association presented evidence
that it was serving the community through close contacts
with other organizations.
Jim Bodin of the Community Action Coalition claimed
that the loss of the law office would reduce the effectiveness of his organization by more than 50%. The CAC is
involved in a variety of antipoverty programs in Stanis'laus County. including tenants' rights and child ｾ｡ｲ･Ｎ＠
John Luslow, past president of the Tenants Rights
organization praised the program for its aid·to poor
d " any
tenants. "If• there were no attorneys:, "h e ch arge,
landlord co-'d tell us to go to Hell.
A ｲ･ｾｳｮｴｩｶ＠
of the Welfare Rights Organization
dailled thac' the county needed both the SCLA and CRLA.
ｉｾ･ｲ＠
aren't enough attorneys in Stanislaus County to
hndle the legal needs of the poor," she added.
At ｳ･ｾｲ｡ｬ＠
points, witnesses who were quoted as
criticizing the SCLA denied their statements. Luslow
.described so. of the quotes attributed to him as "completely ridiculous."
[Cont. on ｰ｡ｧｾ＠
7J
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Indian Giving
ASH Treasurer Ivan Halperin Wednesday announced
cuts in the budgets of ･ｩｧｨｾ＠
organizations. Among the
losers were the Alcatraz Indians, who had been promised
a donation of $50.
Other losers include the Child Care Center, the
National Lawyers' Guild, and the ASH office fund.
Explaining the cuts, Halperin said that too much
money was budgeted at the start of the year, in the hope
that it would not all be spent. An investigation showed
that the money was all going to be spent, leaving ASH
with a $139 deficit, Halperin explained.
A full explanation by Treasurer Halperin appears
on a e 3.

Saturday Peace March
A massive peace march will be held in San Francisco
on Saturday, April 24, as part of a national "spring offensive" against the Indochina War.
A spokesman for the National Peace Action Coalition, which is sponsoring the march, estimated that from
200,000 to 500,000 persons would participate in the march.
which is expected to draw demonstrators from throughout
the West Coast. A separate march is being held in
Washington for East Coast demonstrators.
March organizers said they hoped to attract a wide
base of participation, including students and union members. The march already has the support of many senators
and congressmen, including California Senator John Tunney,
and the San Francisco Board of Supervisors has declared
Saturday "a day of determination to end the war in IndoChina."
The main contingent of the march will form at
8 A.M. at California and Market Sts. From there. the
demonstration will proceed to Golden Gate Park. with local groups joining the march along the route.
Following the march, a rally will be held in the
park. At press time, the speakers had not yet been announced.
Although no official Hastings participation is
planned, the Student Mobilization Committee last week
finished a successful fund-raising campaign at Hastings.
A sizable Hastings participation is expected.
March organizers arged interested Hastings students
to work as legal marshals. Interested persons should
inquire at the march headquarters at 755 Market St.
This is the second major coordinated march on Washand San Francisco. An earlier demonstration on
November 15, 1969 drew 250,000 demonstrators in Washington
and 100,000 in San Francisco.
Organizers claimed that orders for charter buses to
bring demonstrators from outside San Francisco were being
made more rapidly than for the first march, in spite of a
relative absence of coverage in the mass media.
In related news, the march headquarters at 755
Market St. suffered considerable damage when unknown part.
ies invaded the offices with a large hose. In addition to
water damage, spokesmen claimed that the fund-raising list
was stolen.
A separate group is planning a campaign of civil
disobedience actions beginning May 1, in answer to a call
from Jane Fonda at a recent rally at USF.
Several national student organizations have called
a moratorium for May 5, to commemorate the deaths of
student demonstrators at Kent State and JacksOQ State
Universities last year.
ｩｮｾｴｯ＠

ｾ］［ｳｴ｡ｩｦ＠
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EDITORIAL
Regular observers of J. Edgar Hoover and his
Keystone Kops will not be surprised to hear rumors that
an FBI photographer was here to photograph the Februsry
Camera demonstration. While this suspicion is totally
unverified and may be false, the number of colleges which
FBI photographers is so great th*t
have had ｶｩｳｾｴｮｧ＠
Hastings would feel slighted if it was not included.
Certainly, the Camera demonstration was more "subversive" than others which have been watched by the FBI.
If Senator Edmond Muskie is to be believed, citizens who
participated in last year's Earth Day events may have
earned their personal computer card in the FBI's files.
If anyone feels left out, he can attain the top
of the blacklist simply by subscribing to People's World.
For some reason, the FBI is quite interested in who subscribes to Communist publications, despite the fact that
any card-carrying Communist can obtain his copy on the
newsstand.
Ike official explanation for all this snooping is
that it is necessary to prevent crime and subversive acts.
While there may be one or two bombers or traitors in a
demonstration of 200,000 people, the question might be
raised that it would be unfair to the other 199,998 to
keep a file 00 them-- with the potential denial of a job
for security reasoos-- merely because they chose to
exercise their right to free speech.
The unfortunate conclusion must be reached that
the purpose of FBI and other snooping is to frustrate the
constitutional guarentee of free speech by making citizens
afriid to exercise it. For a short time at the start of
the Vietnam War, such intimidation nearly worked, until
demonstrators learned not to be aftaid of the FBI cameramen.
This interference with free speech would be enough
to justify the call for J. Edgar Hoover's retirement.
However, other developments are sufficient to justify
.uch a demand without even mentioning the question of the
use of intimidation.
Recently, Hoover ordered three FBI trainees to
drop a college course because the professor committed the
"sin" of criticizing J. Edgar Hoover. This, like the
countless similar incidenta of the last few years, can
only be a manifestation of senility or insanity.
Even the longtime friends of J. Edgar Hoover
·should now be convinced that it ia time for him to be put
out to pasture.

of lawyers while most ordinary persons can ｢ｾｲ･ｬｹ＠
afford a tax accountant who must deal with 10,000 other
returns.
The unfortunate fact ia that the poor and middleclass are just as ill-equipped to deal with the taxman
as they are to deal with other problems where legal help
is needed. While everyone is faced with taxes, most of
the legal help is concentrated in large corporations.
It is for this reason that community tax law
should be developed in the same manner as poverty law.
Community tax lawyers would lecture groups on deductions
which they might be missing, and help the people with
moderate amounts of money to keep from losing it all in
income and estate taxes.
Lawyers could have some qualms about depriving
the government of the enormous sum it is getting from
overpaid taxes if the tax money wete beinR put to any useful purpose. Unfortunately, most of the money is either
poured down the drain in military expenses, or spent on
subsidies which are of use only to the rich who can al. ready afford good tax lawyers.
Of course citizens have petitioned, and should
continue to petition, their legislators for a fair tax
reform. But a tax law, like any other law, cannot be fair
unless the people have lawyers to assure that they obtain
the benefits which were intended by Congress.

Gift Of "Class" of 1970
For our fellows in this garnfalloon institution,
we here propose and announce a public reading on May 4th,
1971, in elegy for the law in Law Day and the peace that
exceedeth all of this Administration's and seemingly all of
this nation's understanding at home and abroad.
The matter which we propose to share and for which
we solicit assistance will be a reading of The Trial of
the Catonville Nine [Beacon Press, Boston, ＱＹＷＰｾｄ｡ｮｩ･ｬ＠
Berrigan, I.J. At the occasion of this presentation will
be the proffering, as the gift of the Class of 1970, a
plaque bearing the following indictment:
On April 30, 1970 President Richard Nixon caused
U.S. combat troops to enter neutral Cambodia in furtherance of the War of Southeast Asia.
{Cont. on next page
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EDITORIAL
It is something of a coincidence that the Internal
Revenue Service committed the worst blunder of its history
three days before the income tax deadline. For those who
missed the Chronicle story, someone on the IRS decided to
advertise a tax sale by publishing a cartoon of the person
from whom the property had been seized, wearing nothinR
but a barrel.
This was in the worst possible taste, and has
since been apologized for. However, the IRS blunder
saved the newspapers from having to draw a cartoon to depict the emotions of most Americans on or about April 15.
Regardless of the American tendency toward division, nearly everyone feels that they are overtaxed. Except, of course, for the small circle of people who earn
over a million dollars a year and doo't pay a cent in
taxes.
What is the reason for the tax-free millionaires?
In the first place, the rich have much more
access to their legislators than the middle class. In the
second place, a millionaire can afford to hire a whole
Page Two
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A.S.H. Finances
The Problem. This year ASH received fund requests
in excess'of $22,000, with approximately $9,300 in anticipated income. With varying degrees of consideration, the
ASH Council developed.a budget with a decifit of $739.74.
The deficit was planned in anticipation of not all allocated funds being expended. It was apparent before
the
spring break that the recipient groups were going to expend all of the allocated funds; thus, the deficit would
be realized.
The Council's Action. After some consideration,
the ASH Council scheduled budget cuts which would reduce
the planned deficit to $263.74. This reduction was obviously inadequate, and since the council did not have a
quorum by the time the action was taken, the reduction
was without authority.
The Treasurer's Authority. Article III, Section
3 of the Constitution of the Associated Students of
Hastings states: "The Treasurer shall be the finance
officer of the Association and shall be responsible for
all monies of the Association." It was not the intention
of the Treasurer to preside over a deficit situation.
The Treasurer's Action. The council's cuts were
examined by the Treasurer, and the reduction of the Child
Care Center was raised from $50.00 to $400.00.
This
increase was made because no benefit would accrue this
year from the allocation, and because it was proper to
shift the costs forward to the year in which the benefit
would accrue. Thus the Council's cuts, with the increased Child Care cut, were ordered into effect by the ASH
Treasurer.
Forward Shifting. A conference was held with
Dean Andel'Son on Thursday, April 15th. The Dean and the
Treasurer reached an agreement whereby the council could,
within limits, allocate funds from next year's ASH fees,
for expenses whose benefits would accrue in the next
school year. The groups receiving such funds would repay
them from their Fall, 1971 ASH allocation.
The Losers.
For those groups who have had a
portion ｾｴｨ･ｩｲ＠
budget allotment disappear, there is a
lesson to be learned: it is presumptuous for any group,
no matter how noble its plan, to depend solely on ASH for
its funding. There is simply not enough money to go
around. Groups which have been the re dpients of ASH's
largess have a duty to accept necessary cuts in their
allotments and to look elsewhere for funds.

Studying For
The California Bar

'I

by J. Delevett'70
The California Bar is divided into five sessions,
covering five and one-half days. The first session presents four questions all of which must be answered. The
following four sessions contain five questions, the last
of which is an optional, four of which must be anwered Xl
the three and one-half hour session. Thus, a total of 20
questions must be answered. !!: ｾ＠
ten of these questions will usually concern the "Big Four" subjects, Torts,
Cont.racts, Real Property, and Equity.
TORTS
TORTS- One negligence question is a certainty on
each exam. One products liability question has been fea.tured on all recent exams. It is a good "weeder", since
much has happened since you took the course first year,
and lots of people forget the warranty issues and don't
distinguish between the retailer and the manufacture-r.
Defamation is a perennial favorite, as is strict liabillll
(ultra hazardous activities). Violation of statute_neg_
ligence per ｾ＠
is good as many forget that causation is
still necessary for liability. Intentional torts are
good bonus issues but rarely a large issue, eiCe'Pt
for
mental distress (and this is more often negligent) .These
questions are good for high grades as they can be pushed
to the wall for points if the interests harmed and
the
theories of liability are carefully explored.
CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS_much more difficult to get good grades,
and this is the second biggest subject on the bar.
The
biggest issues here are assignments (difference between,
assignment of rights and delegation of duties_BAR
good
here), ｾ＠
party beneficiary contracts (of speciallJmefit is the 2d Restatement's uniform vesting rule for
donee and creditor beneficiaries), warranties ( crossover with torts Product Liability), condition§ and
breaches.
EQUITY

EQUITY-To my mind, the sweetest subject on
the
Bar. Because the subject is so narrow (four areas), the
Ivan W. Halperin, Treasurer
entire subject must be learned. The
BAR checklist
Associated Students of Hastings
is invaluable if used for memory jogging rather than Cl'ganizatiDn. I would expand the injunction checklist to
ｾ＠ seven items by adding scope of the injunction. The ｾ＠
, ｾ＠
performance checklist also has seven items and
is
[Con t. from previous page • . .]
, used for negative covenants as well. Recission and rtf>rmation checklists: each contains three items. Watch this
On May 6, 1970 the students of Hastings petitioned
though. There may not be a basis for the relief prayed
by a vote of 440 to 208 to halt the normal operation of
for (no agreement to reform the contract to), so recisthe College in protest to Nixon's actions. This protest
sion would also have to be discussed though the interrowas independent and premature to the official closing of
gatory doesn't give any clue beyond ''What relieftthe College by Governor Ronald Reagan to thwart reaction
on the campus.
REAL PROPERTY
On May II, 1970 the faculty of Hastings passed the
following resolution by a vote of 25 to 10:
REAL PROPERTY-(like contracts. is not piece
of
cake.) One future interests problem usually appears.
Be it resolved that the faculty of Hastings
Don't worry , it's no more complex than tho se you had in
College of the Law do approve the proposal
first year property (fortunately not ona.' of those Simes
presented to them on the morning of May II,
candy-apple jobs). Equitable Servitudes and covenants
1970 by the Ad Hoc Committee provided that
were quite popular in the past. either this area is very
this approval shall not be taken as expresripe or is being neglected. Landlord-tenant,especially
sed approval or disapproval of the Adminconstructive evict1al, surrender. and fixtures has been
istration's action in Cambodia.
quite popular lately. Easements (Implied, prescriptive,
and termination) also frequently appear. Also Adverse 10THE PROPOSAL
session and recording as a minor issue. l:IAh has a
good
"We, ,the students of Hastings College of the
approach sheet which could only profit from returning to
Law, ask the faculty to recognize that events
the percentage figures in older outlines. which were very
of recent days have put a great number of us
valuable if you like that game and "reassurance."
in the position of either following the dic-Evidence: (a strong two-question favorite)
These
tates of our conscience or persuing law school
activities as though nothing had happened.
[Cont . on page 6]
We solicit your aid in resolving our dilemma
A footnote: It has come to our attention that the
by allowing those students who desire to
ASH Council has approached the college administration with
follow their consciences without academic
regard to the elimination of the buzzers which enchant us
penalty. Specifically, we respectfully suggest an optional class attendance-final examall, three times each hour. In line with such politically radical proposals for a "restructuring" of this institinations system as a solution.
THE HASTINGS AD HOC COMMITTEl" ution, ｷｾ＠
would suggest that instead a replacement be made
in -the form of a reading of the name of but one of the
The exact time and place will be announced later.
American dead in the Southeast Asian miasma, at the close
and start of each class hour. It is submitted that this
'I
Robert M. Teets
would be a far appropriate reminder of "what the law is
S. Derek Spencer
all about." -- viz. neither Sollen nor Sein but the life
and death of other human... beings, of us all •
L-________________________________________________________________________________
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In the "Real" World . ..

Clinical Courses:
Relevant Experience In
The Study of Law
by Kenneth P. Steelberg
Editor-in-Chief
According to Assistant Dean Guy O. Kornblum,"Hastings presently has a clinical program which is at least
equal in quality to any such program at any law school in
the country."
In referring to the need for providing practical
experience "to supplement classroom theory" in an increasingly complex legal system, Kornblum states that the impetus and momentum presently in the clinical program today are due mainly to the efforts of Dean Marvin.1.
Anderson and Professor Jack Werchick. In a matter of a few
years, they have established, among others, the HastingsBoalt Clinical Program, Trial Practice, Advocacy, Law and
Medicine, Consumer's Rights, Juvenile Law, and Drugs and
the Law.
The latest addition to the clinical program atthe
College is the Criminal Law Clinic. An ･ｾ｡ｭｩｮｴｯ＠
of its
operation reveals the strengths and advantages of clinical work in enriching the experience of legal education.

ｾＢｲ＠

NECESSARY

I

BALANCE

In discussion ｣ｯｮ･ｲｩｾ＠
the broad concept of the
I
clinical evnerience,
Kornblum
feels that a "balance must - , II [Shown here is third-year student Ralph Johnson in
____ｾ＠
__ .__________________________________
the
courtroom of Judge Joseph G. Kennedy. Johnson here talks
lito Judge Kennedy, arguing on a point in an actual
hearing for a criminal case. (All photos on pages four
and
II five
by
Bob
Azoff)]
__________________________________________________

II

H
ｉｬｾ＠

I to the provisions of section 6 and 7 of the Student PracI

students to represent clients
in
I tices Act, ｰ･ｲｭｩｴｮｾ＠
I certain specified proceedings. From the standpoint of ac.tivity by students in the Criminal Law Clinic, at the veI ry least this has involved interviewing prisoners and arI guing pre-trial motions, and at most has allowed a few
I students to do most of the preparation and arguing of an
actual trial.
The ｣ｬ｡ｳｾｯｭ＠
work consists of a two-hour seminar
each week. A study topic is assigned with appropriate
text and case materials, starting with topics
such
as
"Pleas and Plea Bargaining" and ending with topics
such
as "Pos t-Conviction Remedies".

I

I

GUEST
[Finished with his argument, Johnson listens to Kennedy's
criticism and estimation prior to making a ruling on the
point in issue]
be struck" between classroom work and field' work. "A clinical' program which provides field work but exlcudes work
in the classroom suffers from lack of direction, control,
and coherence," explains Kornblum. It is widely felt that
Stanford Law School's "externship" program, in which students get credit for participating in legal work without
any classroom work, suffers from this defect. On the other hand, a clinical program which leans too heavily
on
classroom work to the exclusion of field work lacks relevance.
In the two-unit Criminal Law Clinic taught
by
Kornblum, the two components are nearly balanced in terms
of time spent in class and preparing class assignments,
and in outside practical field work. Students are
assigned to one of three participating offices for the firud
work: San Francisco District Attorney, San Francisco Public Defender, and the San Mateo County Private Defender.
Each student spends two afternoons a week working in the
particular office to which he is assigned.
EXTENT

OF

At each seminar, a guest speaker is scheduled to
lecture and engage in dialogue in a field in which he is
specially qualified. Thus, the Honorable Thomas C. ｌｹｮ｣ｾ＠
a Judge on the California Supreme Court and former Attorney General of the State of California, spoke at two different seminars on the subjects of "The State Offices for

INVOLVEMENT

The extent of involvement in the actual ､｡ｹＭｴｯｾ＠
work of a particular office depends on the individual student's motivation and ability, and on the degree to which
the work in the office lends itself to participation
by
the students.
All students are certified for practice , pursuant

Page Four

SPEAKERS

[After Judge Kennedy makes the ruling, Johnson and Public
the
Defender retire to the Judge's chambers to discuss
I ruling, possible compromises and courses of action
left
open to the defendant prior to trial.1

I

"The aim of all clincial programs is to enable a
student to be better prepared for the actual practice of
law when he graduates," states Kornblum. While it
is
true that an attorney can learn everything he learns in a
clinical course after he gets out of law school,clinical
experience has decided advantages to the strictly
selftaught method. Most obviously, the knowledge is gained
before the student starts practice. Patrick Dekle, a ｳｴｾ＠
dent in the Criminal Law Clinic, states that after having
worked inthe Public Defender's office and studied the
practical aspects of criminal practice in seminar work,he
would "know how to handle" the defense of a person arrested on a criminal charge. In addition, the relevant ｭ｡ｴｾ＠
ial is learned in a coherent, organized manner, rather
than in a case-by-case, hit-or-miss fashion.
FUTURE

AIMS

The success of the participation by students has
thus far been quite favorable. John Cleary, Director of
the Private Defender office of San Mateo County, says ｾｴ＠
students from Hastings are "the best I've ever worked
with. "
Expansion of clincial curricula offers the greatest opportunity for creative and innovative approaches to
legal education at the present time. At the present time
however, only a small percentage of students are able to
enroll in such courses because of the necessarily
small
class size and the limited number of such courses. Ideally, a student could profit from clinical experience
in
every subject at the law school. It would be desireable
for each student to have the opportunity to enroll in at
least one clinical course of some sort before he graduates.

[Back in the office of the P.D., Johnson and the Public
Defender discuss the day's hearing, and try to come
to
an agreement on the possibilities of success of various
other tactics available to assist their client.)
Law Enforcement: Attorney General and District Attorney",
and "The President's Commission on Crime and Obscenity and
Pornography"; and the Honorable Francis J. McCarty, Presiding Judge of the San Francisco Superior Court,(a Hastings graduate), spoke on "Probation and Sentencing".
The seminars thus serve three purposes. First.fuey
provide a forum to listen to and speak with men who
are
experts in various areas of criminal law. Second,
they
provide a forum in which to discuss and work over assignments and experiences in the District Attorney's and Defenders' offices. Third, the seminars serve as a meansof
review of relevant text and case materials.

[Two third-year students sit in the office of one of the
Deputy District Attorneys at the Hall of Justice, who is
going over a copy of a police report filed by arresting
officers .)
PRACTICAL IMPORTANCE
In clinical seminar work, students get ｦｩｲｳｾ｡ｮ､＠
exposure to items of practical experience. In one
seminar, for instance, they were shown copies of a search
warrant, something which students rarely see or fully understand until a client is served with one, usually long
aIter a student graduates from law school. They also have
discussed exactly what steps to take if a friend or cHent
calls late at night saying, "I'm in jail and they said
I
could have one phone call. What shall I do?"
The most important practical aspects of criminal
law prior to formal arraignment, namely bail and release
and plea bargaining, are discussed at length. Important
as these subjects are, they are not taught in the firstyear course in criminal law taken by all students. Clinical course experience puts flesh on the skeleton of legal
theory.

[Kent Hamilton sits at the Bar prior to the arrival
of
the Judge in another courtroom, perusing the memo he win
use to support his ar2ument.l
The number of clincial opportunities is being expanded. Presently, negotiations are under way to enable students to work with the National Labor Relations
Board in connection with the course in Labor Law. A number of students now advocate a proiZram of "mini-clinics",
in which a student would be allowed to find a position in
an office under an attorney and receive credit up to
a
specified number of units. Such a program has a number d
problems, not the least of which is that it would of necessity be very loosely supervised. However, it could be
argued that the practical experience gained would
more
than compensate for the smaller degree of substantive law
learned in the conventional course. This factor, plus
the fact that safeguards could be imposed on the program
such as restricting the amount of credit one could earn n
such a program to, say, four or five units, make the "Mini-Clinic" conce t ver attractive.

[Students sit for an informal discussion with Mr.
so, Public Defender in San Francisco.)

ｐ･ｲ｡ｾ＠

Page Five

(Cont. from page 3)
defenses, mistake, and insanity.
questions are a lot more complex than they in1.t1.ally apPleading has become ｾ＠
PROCEIlJRE and includes,
pear and must be pushed. Very important are the excepti.
according
to
the
excellent
course
coverage outline sold
ｾ＠
j;£ .l:!l! ｨ･｡ｲｳｹｾＬ＠
impeachment, legal relevance,
by the Bar and available at the Library, IIgeneral principrivileges, foundations, documents, op 1.nion , pre sumtions ,
ples of pleading and procedure under both the Federal
burden .2i.li!:29.f, Requirements must be known cold as the
.
Rules
and a Code System." This outline should be looked
facts allow several possib1.lities to be discarded for the
at. The BAR outline has no competition but needs it. I
lack of a s1.ngle requirement before a viable ｰｯｳｩ｢ｬｴｹｾ＠
trust it will be refined later.
found. (This subject is a II killer" on the Bar, i.e.:t low
CONFLICTS, along iwth procedure, is a minor subgrades result from overlooked or mishandled issues.)
ject, delegated to one question per average exam. The mab
CONSTITUTIONAL ｾＭＨ＠
does not require special 'Ired;.
ment as the areas covered are quite stock): Criminal pro- issues here are jurisdiction and procedural due process,
reC9gnitinn.2! judgments, (full faith and credit, comlt 7,)
cedure always appears, Commerce ｃｬ｡ｵｳ･Ｌｾ＠
2! Federal
choice
.2! low, ( reading and digesting pages 109-116, theAction (vis-a-vis Bill of Rights or incorporatln into the
oretical approaches, of the BAR outline cannot be ｲ･｣ｯｾ＠
14th, with discussion of its three clauses.) Important
mended enough). If you elected not to take the course,do
and often overlooked is Impainnent .2! obligations ＮＲＡｾﾭ
not worry. The BAR outline, though 195 pages, is excelｾ＠
(vs. state police power). If you are still worried
Jerry Sack is most reassuring and a read-through of BAR's lently organized and programmed, with pertinent problems
and answers following each discussion. It ought to be a
suggested approach is helpful. (Good for points).
tmct. Also, Gilbert's three-page approach is good.
CORPORATIONS-If any subject on the Bar will make
I hope this eases your mind and dispels the boyou wince, this is itt The favorite areas are ｾ＠
geys.
The
only secret is gritting your teeth and working.
10(b)( 5) and 16, watered ｾＨ｡ｮ､＠
rights of creditors),
Concentration on the "Big Four" and the suggested areas
promoters, subscriptions, disregarding..!:h! corporate .!!!will be most profitable, though all subjects are import(ity for fraud or illegal activities, remedies, duties,
ant. Allot your time on the basis of importance on the
statutory and common law) 9!. officers ..!!:!E directors, .£!
Bar Exam, not on units allotted to the subject at school.
ｾ＠
and.S!..il!!:! corporations( and statutory changes).
I found myself analyzmg the problem and outlining
The best outline and approach is Gilberts. It's short and
sweet. Even the longer BAR outline does not help when the my answer for 15-20 min1lles, then writing for the remainquestions would tax a hornbook.
ing 30-35 minutes. I also read over all the problems f'or
CRIMINAL LAW-This has become more important since that session skipping the optional, several times, before
since it has bee;-OOmbined with Criminal Procedure, which tackling the first one. I found this gave my subconscihas overshadowed the common law crimes emphasiS of the
ous mind time to make sense out of knotty problems.
past. Still important are homicide, larceny, conspiracy,
This chart indicates the number of questions in which each subject area appeared on bar examinations since 24 became the standard number. The first figure in each box indicates the
number
of questions in which the subject was the primary subject, the second gives the number of crossover questions in which the subject appeared.
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1971
1970
196 9
ＱＹｾＸ＠
1966
SUBJECT AREA
F
F
F
S
F
S
S
F
S
S

*

--.

TORTS

CONTRACTS

3-1

2-3

2-2

1-5

3-2

3-3

3-2

3-1

1-2

1-4

2-2

3-3

2-1

2 .... 1

2-2

3-2

3-4

1-2

2-1

2-2

I

REAL PROPERTY

EQUITY

EVIDENCE

CORPORATIONS

3-0

3-0

2-1

2-1

1-2

1-2

0-3

2-2

2-1

2-1

1-1

2-0

2-0

1-2

2-0

2-0

1-1

1-3

2-1

2-0

1-1

2-0

2-0

2-1

2-1

1-1

2-1

2-2

2-1

1-0

2-0

1-1

2-0

0-2

0-2

2-0

2-0

0-3

2-0

2-1

i
CONSTITUTIONAL
LAW
CRIMINAL LAW

PLEADING

CONFLICTS

2-2

2-0

1-1

0-2

2-2

2-3

2-2

1-2

2-1

2-1

,

0-2

1-1

1-1

0-4

0-1

0-2

1-0

0-2

0-1

0-1

1-0

1-0

1-0

1-0

1-0

1-0

1-0

1-0

1-0

1-0

1-0

1-0

1-0

1-0

1-0

0-1

1-0

1-1

0-3

1-0

I

,. The Spring 1971 classifications are my opinions. the rest. are ... reported by the State Bar. There
is some ｾｬ･ｸｩ｢ｴｹ＠
as to the classification, i.e. the Bar might consider a question on feasibility
of, an inJunction ,for nuisance to be Tort rather than Equity. Or a Cross-over question can be classifl-ed as one subJect or the other rather than both.
Because of thiS, my 1971 figures are not 100% accura"e. Also all the figures given should be
considered in light of this element of uncertainty. But the general premises are valid. i.e., the
lat1.ve importance of the subjects and the general number 01' times a subject appears on each
Bar

::e

Exam.

Remember too that the law is not neatly categorized. The Bar questions are no exception. A
question cheifly concerned with contracts mtV,{ also include minor issues on evidence corporations
equite, the U.C.C., some of which must be mentioned for a passing answer and others' which need
be mentioned for "bonus" points.
on y

i

[See Additional Chart, Next Page)
ＢＺｰｾ｡Ｍｧ･ｓｬｸ
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I found use of
B th e f 0 110wing chart to be helpful to me in knowing what areas to study
each
1ng d
even
uring the are I found that study dUring the Bar Exam helped me to keep areas fresh
mind (issues too) and r
t d
d
in my
ute review ｷｾｳ＠
not h 1 ｾｶ･ｮ＠
de un ue anxiety as my mind .las occupied. Others found that last minsymphony
r
ｾ＠
toebPed
an preferred to spend their evanings dining our, attending the movies cr
,0
gOA6
early.
ｱｵ･ｳｴｩｯｾＺ＠
of chart I ｾｴ･ｲ＠
each session ｾｲ＠
day or the Bar Exam, check off the sugject areas of the
warrant f ｡ｾｨｙｯｵＺ＠
em. Then you'll see what areas al'€ most likely to still appear and
which
ur er s
y and which areas are most likel:u ｣ｯｭｰｾ･ｴ､＠
and unlikely to appear.

SUBJECT

-Av . No

SESSION NUMBER

per exam
1

Torts

2

3

- -

4

5

3.5-4

Contracts

2.5-3

REAL PROPERTY

2.5-3

EQUITY

2

EVIDENCE
2

CORPS

2

CON LAW
CRIM LAW
PLEADING
CONFLICTS

2
,

1-1. 5
1
1

I

He added that a prejudiced judge might influence a
jury by subtle, and sometimes unconscious, actions.
I
Throughout his talk, Brotsky emphasized the import-I
ance of defending the Davis case as a political trial.
"Under the -conspiracy charge," he explained, "any
"Any lawyer who has a political case and does not
prison inmate who testifies to any conversation between
handle it as such is as incompetent as any other lawyer
himself and one of the dead prisoners which in any way
who ignores facts that are on the side of his client,"
implicates Angela Davis might cause the case to be sent to he explained.
the jury."
In addition to discussing political trials,
II
The motion for bail was important, Brotsky said,
Brotsky admitted to another motive for speaking at Hastbecause it was necessary for Miss Davis to be free to help ings.
with her own defense. "The transcript alleges events
At the beginning of his address, he asked if Prof.
which relate to New York and Los Angeles," he added.
- Richard Powell was in the house.
"I want to give him a lecture to get my revenge
I
"The prosecution is free to go wherever it wants to gather
information, while Miss Davis is in virtual solitary con- for the many of his I suffered while I was at Columbia,"
finement."
he explained.
Citing the motion to remove Judge Allen Lindsay ｦｯｲＭｾ＠
J cause, Brotsky discussed incidents in his background ' which
might indicate racism.
ｷ｡ｲｵｾ
Ｚ＠
As president of the Oakland School Board, he charged, Lindsay had supported school segregation. This, he
p
17 .1'
.IT
I added, reached a peak in 1963, when Lindsay described an
I NAACP boycott of the pledge of allegience to protest
ｾＧ＠
school segregation as "an attempt to erode r patriotism in
Two third-year students have received highly-prized
I the minds of the students which cannot and shall not
Reginald Heber Smith . felloWships for work in poverty law
succeed."
iIl fter graduation.
Richard Oliver and Loa Bliss each rec"Tragically," Brotsky added, "Judge Lindsay honest- eived $10,000 from the federally-funded program. They
lY feels that he is free from racism."
_
_
ｾｩｬ＠
be placed in anti-poverty agencies in different parts
-iof the country.
Miss Bliss will be working at the Lelal Aid Services
MODESTO FLAP • • •
bf Colorado Springs, Colorado. She described the award as
"a great opportunity to practice the type of law that's
[Cont. from page 1)
!t'eally important."
"It's one way to practice poverty law and lNlke a
ｾｩｶｮｧＬＢ＠
she added.
Oliver will be working with the Legal Aid Society
Other chargee included the allegation that the office was closed at times, and of disinterest by Board
in Portland, Oregon.
When reached by the Law News, he refused to admit
members. The SCLA attorney admitted to having had probthat there was anything special about the ｦ･ｬｯｷｳｨｩｰｾ＠
lems, but claimed that they had been solved. Witnesses
"It's like anyone else getting a job," he explained.
also blamed inadequate financing from OEO::: for some of the
"I'll
be
doing exactly the same work as the other attorneys
I difficulties.
in the legal aid progr-.m," he added, "but I'll be paid out
I _
The hearing eontinued for several hours without a
of a different pocket."
I decision. A spokesman sa
. id that the decision might be
The Reginald Heber Smith fellowships are sponsored
appealed if it was unfavorable, largely on the basis of
by
the
federal government to encourage law students to go
venue.
In spite of a -unanimous motion by the Modesto Board into poverty law, and to supply local poverty agencies with
of Supervisors asking that the hearing be held in Modesto, badly-needed lawyers.
Each award consists of $10,000 for one year's work
it was held in San Francisco. There were no reporters
in an antipoverty agency, and is renewable for a second
-p resent from Modesto newspapers.
The SCLA was formed by the Stanislaus County Bar
year.
Association as 6 counter to what it then considered the
ANNOUNCEMENT
illegal encroachment of CRLA on the county.
"When we first started the program," confessed the
The Law News is looking for students to help with
defense attorney, "we thought we had bought our way into
the production of next year's paper . Prospective reportHeaven by helping the poor."
ers, commentators, cartoonists, and typists are asked to
"NOW," he added, "we aren't concerned about ourselves or what you tell our board members to do. We just contact George Beiler at 397-6459.
In addition to the joy of self-expression, new
don't want our mistakes to be taken out on the poor people
staffers will be rewarded with a beer and pizza party,
ｾｯ＠
have come to depend on SCLA."
hopefully before Christmas.
Page Seven
BROTSKY • • •

[Cont. from page 1]
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To the Editor:
The enclosed press release eKPlains the efforts of
the Gulf Angola Project, established to solicit support
for four proposals submitted to the shareholders of
the
Gulf Oil Corporation for consideration at 8ulf's April 27
meeting, the annual meeting, in Atlanta, Georgia.
Your University is reported to own 75,000 shares of
Gulf 011 Corporation stock, and we have today written the
president of the University, requesting that the Univers·
tty vote its stock in favor of the Task Force proposals.
(The prest'ent has been informed that we are notifying
student publications and other inteDBted members of
the
University community of this request.)
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
call us collect.
Respectfully,
Steven A. Bookshester

i'

!

Patricia B. Nemore
\ [The accompnaying press release to this letter appears
! below. J

I

t

GULF ANGOLA PROJECT
1609 CONNECTICUT AVENUE. N.W.

self-determination. ｐｯｲｴｵｾ｡ｬＧｳ＠
colonial policies have
been repeatedly condemned by the United Nations, the Organization of African Unity, and numerous religious, student, and community ｯｲｾ｡ｮｩｺｴｳ＠
throughout the world.
The Task Force proposals have been placed on the Gulf Oil
Corporation's own proxy statement, which is sent to all
Gulf shareho.lders. The Corporation's annual shareho.lder'.
meeting will take place April 27 in Atlanta. In brief,
the Task Force proposals would: (1) establish a c'ommittee
to look into Gulf's Angolan operations and report to
shareholders; (2) make Gulf's charitable conributions a
matter of public record and thus increa.e corporate accountability,(3) expand the Corporation's Board of Directors to make possible the representation of numerous
constituencies affected by Gulf operations; and mo.t importantly (4) terminate the Corp'ration'. operation. in
colonially-controlled areas, such a. Angola.
The Gulf Angola Project is giving particular emphasis to
seeking support from universities, foundations, and other
similar institutions. The Project hopes to establish
student support groups, in particular on campuses where
institutions where the institution owns Gulf stock. Students interested in receiving further information should
write: Gulf Angola Project, 4th Floor, 1609 Connecticut
Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009

********************

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20009

AllJMNI ASSOCIATION

(202) 387-6163

ａｎｏｕｃｾｔ＠

The Hastings Alumni Assn. is giving a hosted <l>ckWASHINGTON- The Gulf Angola Project has written the Pres- tail party for the 1971 graduating class of Hasting •• The
idents of over 600 American Colleges and universities
party will be held on Wed. April 28 from 5pm to 7pm
in
(including yoars), seeking the support of the' academic
the Bar Association of San Francisco Lounge, which is 10community in an effort to bring an end to the Gutf Oil
cated on the 21st floor of the Mills Tower, 220 Bush St.
Corporation's operations in Portugal's African Colony of. .
This will provide an opportunity for local prac_
ｴｾｩｯｮ･ｲｳ＠
to welDme the new grads into the local legal
Angola.
it
II
The Project is soliciting shareholder support for four
COmmun y, as we
as an opportunity for the third-year
porposals being presented to owners of Gulf Oil stock by students to establish some acquaintances among the local
bar.
the Task Force on Southern Africa of the United PresbyThe bill is being picked
terian Church in the USA. Through its proxy statement, Students are encouraged to dress up by the Alumni Assn.
in whatever manner they
the Task Force documents the support which Gulf operati- feel ｣ｯｾｲｴ｡｢ｬ･Ｎ＠
ons in AnJiola give to Portugal's war
____ ____________________________________________________..____
｡ｧｩｮｳｾ＠

ａｮｾｯ

Ｎ ｾ＠

ｾ＠

ｾ＠

[Re-pdnted from N.T.U. Commentator]

High Court
ｌｩｲｮｴｳｾ＠

Miranda and CO Status

By FREDERIC KASS
History has shown us that the main architects of
repressive laws h'ave often been men of good intention:
patriotic men, men with high ideals, often men who
recognize the ptoper course but lack the courage
necessary to pursue it.
In two recent decisions the Supreme Court was
made up of such men. In attempting to carefully limit
the scoIJe of the constitutionally protected rights of
two of the American legal system's most eontroversial
figures - the criminal suspect and the conscientious
objector - the ｾｯｵｲｴ＠
was forced to perform legal
surgery on two important bodies of case law. While
a cursory investigation might indicate that the incisiom were ｳｭｾｬＬ＠
more careful examination of the
patients reveals that the hearts are now missing.
The first case, Harris v. New York. 39 LW 4281,
was a reevaluation of the rights guaranteed by Miranda. Viven Harris, arrested for allegedly selling heroin
to an undercover agent, made severa1 statements while
in custody without the benefit of full MiTanda protection. At Harris' trial, however, the cont permitted
the prosecution to read portions of the statements
into evidence on the gvounds that ' they were employed
not in the people's direct case, but merely in rebuttal
of Harris' own testimony (he alleged that he had actually sold the agent two envelopes of baking soda).
The New Y.ork Court of Appeals affirmed the eon-

viction holding, as it had earlier in People v. Kulis.
that the scope of Miranda (1966) is limited by Waller
v. u.s. (1954) where the Supreme Court had indeed
ruled that tainted evidence tnay be used to impeach
an accused's direct testimony. The Walder Court had
stressed, however, that this privilege was to be limited
to matters collateral to the crime charged (tainted evidence discredited Walder's denial of previous narcotics arrests) and that a defendant was free to deny
all elements of the case against him without facing
tainted evidence on cross-examination. In relying on
Walder. the Court of Appeals was not cognizant of this
distinction.
The Supreme Court, with four j!;stices dissenting,
upheld the New' York position (which had been rejected by 14 states and six circuits), acknowledging
the distinction between direct and collateral matters,
but denying that the distinction was great enough to
warrant different results.
What began, then, as a narrow exception to the
exclusionary rule now emerges as
major obstacle to
the protection of the rights of the accused. Unlawfully
obtained evidence, once almost entirely inadmissable,
may now be held over the head of any defendant "with
the temerity to testify in his own defense."
No less important was the decision in Gillette v.
U.S .. 39 LW 4305, where the Court ruled that conscientious objector status was not available to those who

a

oppose only participation in a particular war. Mr.
Justice Marshall's majority opinion in the combined
cases of Guy Ptlrtep Gillette, a ｈｾｭ｡ｮｩｳｴＬ＠
and Louis
Negre, a Catholic, did not take issue with the sincerity
of their objections to the Vietnam War but, since both
were prepared to participate in a "just war," the Court
decided that neither was eligible for C.O. status.
The Court held that Congress had intended to
exempt only total objectors, .that anti-Vjetnam objectors were required to serve and that this was neither
an establi,hment of religion, an unjustifiable burden
on free exercise, nor a violation of equal protection,
but a rational distinction supported by valid reasons.
The decision brought to a sharp halt the progress
made in Seeger v. U.S. and Welsh v. U.s. towards
allowing exemption to th03e with sincere moral and
ethical objection to the Vietnam War. The Court was
apparantly persuaded by the Government's arguments
that any fL rther extension of these decisions would
seriously impair Congress' ability to maintain the
armed forces.
In one aspect, the Gillette Court created a new distinction while the Harris Court destroyed an old one.
But in a larger sense Gillette will puni3h two innocent
men while Harris will allow a law breaking officer to
go free. The Court has given its countenance to two
illegal acts of government. all in the name of strict
construction of the Constitution.
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